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Senior secondary school or SHS alludes to the most recent two years of the K to 12 program that has been executed by the Division of Instruction here in the Philippines since 2012 – in particular, grades 11 and 12. Understudies are presently required to pick their favored senior high strands upon their passageway and to start concentrating the subjects that will acquaint them with the profession way that they need to take.

In the old framework here in our province, secondary school instruction comprised of the main year up to the fourth year. Today, those four years compare to Evaluations 7 to 10, also called middle school or JHS. It ought to be noticed that presently "senior high" no longer just methods the absolute a year ago of secondary school but instead, the two evaluation levels after it. In like manner, "middle school" likewise does not simply mean the year prior to the remainder of secondary school but instead the four evaluation levels under senior high.

Under Republic Act No. 10533 or the Upgraded Essential Instruction Demonstration of 2013, understudies are currently required to finish Kindergarten, Evaluations 1 to 6 or primary school, Evaluations 7 to 10 or middle school, and Grades 11 to 12 or senior secondary school. The majority of this must be finished in 13 years before an understudy can get his or her secondary school certificate.

Upon enlistment in senior secondary school, understudies are additionally must pick among four senior high strands or tracks. Picking the correct strand is one of the greatest choices an understudy in the Philippines will need to make, so read on and discover how you can best settle on this decision.
What You Should Think About Senior High

The K to 12 program that has been actualized by the Division of Training has just delivered three clusters of senior secondary school graduates since it was at first propelled in 2012. In any case, numerous guardians and even understudies are as yet uncertain how the senior high framework functions and why it has been incorporated into the modified training framework.

On the off chance that you or someone you know happen to fall into this classification, don't fuss. Here are a couple of things you should think about senior high here in the Philippines that may be of extraordinary assistance.

• The Significance of Senior High

Today, a standout amongst the most significant prerequisites for school confirmations is finishing senior high. So in the event that you are anticipating concentrating a four-or five-year degree program at the school you had always wanted, completing senior secondary school is an unquestionable requirement.

What's more, completing senior secondary school likewise enables understudies to concentrate general training subjects that they would not have generally examined until their first or second year in school. This gives the understudies more opportunity to acclimate themselves with the specialization that they have picked in the event that they in the long run choose to seek after advanced education.

Completing senior high additionally assumes a significant job should you plan to seek after occupations and meet all requirements for work in nations where organizations require at least 16 years of formal training rather than the 14 years of instruction under the old framework. This additionally goes the equivalent for understudies who are keen on getting their lord's or even specialist's degree abroad where most scholastic foundations likewise require the 16-year least.
• **How Long the Length is**

Senior secondary schools, for this situation, grades 11 and 12, ranges more than two scholastic years made out of two semesters each. Every one of these semesters is additionally subdivided into 29 compulsory and 2 elective subjects that each require 80 hours to finish. The special case to this is Wellbeing and P.E. which just take 20 hours each to finish.

• **Learning Strands and Vocation Tracks**

The senior secondary school program is additionally separated into learning strands and vocation tracks. The learning strands in senior secondary school allude to the various specialized topics under the program while the vocation tracks allude to the general classifications that each extraordinary field of study has a place with.

There are at present four vocation tracks made out of Scholastic, TVL/TVE, Expressions and Plan, and Sports. The eight learning strands, then, are STEM, HUMMS, ABM, GAS, Home Financial matters, Agri-fishery Expressions, Modern Expressions, and ICT. These will be additionally talked about down underneath.

• **Breaking Down the Educational program**

For the most part, the senior secondary school educational plan is made out of 31 subjects altogether, 15 of which are a piece of the center subjects that each understudy will need to take regardless of what the senior high strand they picked is. The special case to this is the Debacle Status and Hazard Decrease subject just as the Earth Science Subject which are just for understudies that are taking the STEM senior high strand.

For the remainder of the subjects, seven are contextualized or connected subjects which implies that while these subjects are additionally taken by each understudy paying little mind to the senior high track they picked, the subjects are marginally changed to suit the individual specializations better.
Ultimately, nine of the subjects are specific which implies that generally, these are taken solely by the understudies who have picked that specific profession track and senior high strand. The special case to this would be the subjects under the HUMSS strand which can be taken by understudies as electives regardless of whether they are taking other vocation tracks and learning strands.
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